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I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for his sheep, whereas the 

hireling, who is no shepherd, and does not claim the sheep as his own, abandons the 

sheep and takes to flight as soon as he sees the wolf coming, and so the wolf harries the 

sheep and scatters them.2 

 

Early modern missions were seen to be fertile grounds for martyrdom; discourses of the time 

even described how it was necessary for the mission fields to be irrigated with the blood of 

martyrs in order to bear fruit. What Good Shepherd would not be prepared to lay down his life 

for his sheep? If missionaries could lay down their lives in a Christ-like sacrifice in order to 

save the souls of the people they were trying to convert then this would surely be a worthy 

sacrifice. They, as martyrs who had died in imitation of Christ, would themselves be 

guaranteed salvation by the very fact of their martyrdom, while their neophytes and their 

progeny would be sealed to Christ by the example and blood of the martyrs of the locality. In 

the context of the killings provoked by the fall-out from the Reformation and Counter-

Reformation in Europe, martyrological discourses took on a renewed significance in 

confessional approaches to evangelisation, in particular as this coincided with European 

                                                
1 Earlier versions of this essay were given as papers in the ‘Mission and Frontiers: perspectives on early modern 
missionary Catholicism’ symposium (Moore Institute, National University of Ireland, Galway, 4th-5th June 
2013) and the ‘Jesuits in World History’ symposium (University of Seattle, 31st January-1st February 2014). My 
thanks are due to Alison Forrestal, Sean Smith and Tom Taylor, for giving me the opportunity to test these ideas 
and for their helpful feedback and comments. I am also grateful to Padre Francisco de Borja Medina SJ for his 
generous guidance on this topic.   
2 John 10:11-12. 
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territorial expansion and corresponding missionary work in Asia and the Americas. Medieval 

religiosity had tended to emphasise spiritual martyrdom which entailed the imitation of Christ 

through the patient endurance of suffering; in part, this was due to a distinct lack of 

opportunities for physical martyrdom. In the sixteenth century, however, with increasing 

denominational persecutions in Europe and the missionary imperative to evangelise new 

territories, the ideal of actually shedding one’s blood for Christ became a distinct possibility.3 

Martyrological discourses thus gained increasing significance in sixteenth-century 

Catholicism. According to Brad Gregory, for example, between 1584 and 1613, at least 

nineteen editions of the Roman Martyrology were published in Latin, as well as many more 

translations into the principal European vernaculars.4 By the same token, prominent figures in 

the sixteenth-century Catholic church endorsed martyrdom as an ideal catechetical instrument. 

The English Cardinal Reginald Pole (d.1558), whose own mother Margaret was martyred in 

1541, wrote:  

 

God writes his will for us in the blood of his son. [Christ’s wounds were] living books in 

which [...] the entire human race could read what the will of God and the way to 

happiness were [...] so books written out in the blood of the martyrs are to be preferred 

above all others. For these alone were the original books in which the finger of God 

appeared. [...] Those that are written in the blood of the martyrs cannot be corrupted.5  

 

As Brad Gregory highlights, Pole is essentially arguing here that the blood of the martyrs is 

more eloquent in its proclamation of truth than any words could be.6 While the specific 

context for Pole’s writings is that of the upheavals facing English Catholicism under Henry 
                                                
3 Brad Gregory, Salvation at Stake: Christian Martyrdom in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge MA: Harvard 
Uni Press, 1999), 31, 50-52, 67. 
4 Ibid., 4.  
5 Cited in Brad Gregory, Salvation at Stake, 267.  
6 Gregory, Salvation at Stake, 300.  
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VIII, the implications of martyrdom for Catholic missionary work worldwide are clear and 

were evident at the time. For example, Edmund Campion was an English Jesuit martyred in 

London in 1581, and despite the geographical and linguistic distance between the English and 

the Chilean missions, in 1611 the Jesuit convictorio in Santiago de Chile was founded in his 

name.7 The following year, the annual letter (carta annua) written to Rome from the province 

of Paraguay, Chile and Tucuman, described how the Chilean students celebrated their first 

anniversary by commemorating their [English] martyr patron: 

 

The collegiate held their first anniversary celebration on the very feast day of their Holy 

Patron with the greatest rejoicing [...] and with a sermon and a Mass, although not a 

Saint’s [Mass] until our mother the church orders it or [you] advise what we must do 

about this. In all, they have placed a perfectly finished image of the saint on the altar of 

his Chapel.8  

 

Significantly, the foundation of this college in Santiago occurred only a year before the killing 

of three Jesuits on the southern Chilean frontier, and the carta annua of 1612 overlaid the 

ethos of the institution, already named for one Jesuit martyr, with the weighty pathos of three 

more: 

                                                
7 A convictorio was a Jesuit boarding house for college students. The annual letter written in 1611, the year of 
the foundation of the boarding house reads: ‘At the request of the Royal Audiencia we began to try to create here 
a college for boarders in which to raise the sons of honorable people and from which, afterwards, good 
clergymen and republicans will graduate.’: [“A petición de la Real audiencia començamos atratar de hacer aquí 
un Coleg.o conuictorio en que se criasen los hijos de g.te honrrado y de donde despues salgan buenos 
ecclesiasticos y Republicanos”] Diego de Torres, “Annua de la Prouincia del Paraguay, chile y Tucuman, del 
año de 1611”, Archivum Romanum Societatis Iesu [hereafter ARSI], Paraq.8, fo. 65r. This, and unless 
otherwise stated all other translations are my own. Interestingly, the name and dedication of the college for 
boarders is not mentioned until the carta annua of the following year.  
8 Diego de Torres, “1612 [Annua] Paraquaiae hispania, y también de Chile”, ARSI, Paraq.8, fos. 75/21v: ‘los 
Collegiales le hizieron a su S.to Patron la primera fiesta en su mismo dia con las maiores muestras de Regozijo 
q’ pudieron, y sermon y missa, aunq’ no del S.to hasta q’ lo mande ñra madre la yglesia, o V.P. nos auise lo que 
se vbiese de hazer a serca desto. Contodo an puesto en el altar de su Capilla vna hymagen del sancto muy 
Perfectamente acauada.’ This letter was inserted into the volume, between folios 74 and 75, after it had already 
been paginated. 
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Although it is true that I have seen Colleges and Seminaries of the Society in many 

different places, none carries this advantage; which is that I hope Our Lord wishes to 

grow a garden in this kingdom [of Chile] that is most agreeable to his eyes and irrigate it 

with [the] water and blood of our blessed fathers this past year. But I understand that it 

will not stop there, and for this reason [the college] is raising children so that when they 

take holy orders they can help praise him with suffering and with their lives.9 

 

Statements such as Pole’s in England, then, or dedications such as the college for 

boarders of Edmund Campion in Chile were living reaffirmations of the catechetical value of 

martyrdom that was all the more significant because it grew from a tradition firmly rooted in 

Christology, the Acts of the Apostles and the lives (and deaths) of the early Christians. In 

terms of missionary martyrdom, this was the tradition of the Good Shepherd who was 

prepared to go out and search for the missing sheep and then lay down his life for his flock. 

Simultaneously, however, practical considerations at the heart of missionary enterprises 

challenged this tradition and belied this seemingly ideal missionary outcome. For the leaders 

of the Society of Jesus, the establishment of missions necessitated pragmatic decisions with 

regard to the physical protection of their missionaries and the viability of missions in which 

priests and brothers were being killed. An underlying caution inherent in the management of 

missionary enterprise meant that the instructions given by Jesus to his Apostles to cast the 

dust from their feet and walk away in the event that the Gospel message received a hostile 

welcome could be given precedence over the model provided by parable of the Good 

Shepherd.10 Directors of missionary religious congregations and orders needed to factor in 

logistical requirements to their planning and their duty of care for those under their charge. In 
                                                
9 Ibid.: ‘Aunque es verdad que yo he uisto Collegios y Seminarios de la Comp.a en diuersas partes pero ningun 
haze uentaja aeste, y es que a lo que espero quiere nro S.r hazer un jardin mui agradable a sus ojos en este Reino 
y regarlo con agua y sangre de ñros Benditos padres este año pasado pero entiendo no ha de parar ay, y por eso 
cria estos niños para q entrando en Religiones, ayuden alabarle con trauajos y con sus vidas.’ 
10 Matt 10: 14-15; Mark 6: 11-12; Luke 9: 5-6. 
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so doing, they needed to consider how long it took to train suitable missionaries, how difficult 

it was for missionaries to arrive in a particular place - as this often required long and 

dangerous journeys over land and sea - as well as the possibility that they might not survive 

once they reached their destination.11  

A prime example of such practical thinking on the part of those who governed the 

Society can be seen in the set of instructions given in 1567 by the superior General, Francisco 

Borja, to the provincial of the newly established mission to Peru, Jerónimo de Portillo, in 

which he was told:  

 

Do not place [Jesuit] lives in notable danger amongst unconquered peoples; because 

even though it might be advantageous to them to quickly die working in divine service, 

it would not be useful for the common good due to the great lack of labourers for that 

vineyard and the difficulty that the Society [of Jesus] would have in sending out others 

to take their place.12 

 

                                                
11 In his study of Jesuit networks between Europe and China, Fred Vermote uses the statistics provided in Joseph 
Dehergne’s, Répertoire des Jésuites de Chine (Rome: IHSI, 1973) to demonstrate the proportion of Jesuits who 
reached their intended original destination of China from Europe during the mid-sixteenth to mid-eighteenth 
centuries against those who were redirected and those who died or were killed en-route. See tables 2.4, 3.1 and 
3.2 in Fred Vermote, “The Role of Urban Real Estate in Jesuit Finances and Networks Between Europe and 
China, 1612-1778” (PhD diss, University of British Colombia, 2012), 74, 92-3. In actual fact, as Vermote points 
out, notwithstanding the shipwrecks, attacks and sickness frequently depicted in the cartas annuas, the death 
rates were relatively low. Between 1570 and 1620 it would seem that only 6.28% of the Jesuits sent to China 
died en-route (for whatever reason). The majority who did not reach their destination were redirected. I am 
unaware of such a systematic quantative study of the Jesuits sent to South America (or Chile more specifically), 
yet the numbers would be similarly low even though terrible storms and sickness are frequently mentioned 
amongst descriptions of the travails that afflicted the missionaries.  
12 Francisco Borja: “Instructión [sic] de las cosas que se encargan al Padre Portillo y a los otros Padres que van a 
las Indias de España en Março 1567” in Monumenta Peruana, vol.1, ed. Antonio de Egaña (Rome: MHSI, 
1954), 123, cited by Francisco de Borja Medina, in “¿Exploradores o evangelizadores? La Misión de los Mojos: 
cambio y continuidad (1667-1678)”, in La misión y los jesuitas en la América Española, 1566-1767: Cambios y 
permanencias, ed. José Hernández Palomo and Rodrigo Moreno Jeria (Sevilla: CSIC, 2005), 193: ‘No se pongan 
fácilmente en peligro notable de la vida entre gente no conquistada; porque, aunque sea provechoso para ellos el 
morir en esta demanda del divino servicio muy presto, no sería útil para el bien común, por la mucha falta que ay 
de obreros para aquella viña y la dificultad que ternía [sic] la Compañía en imbiar otros en su lugar.’  
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Borja issued these instructions in the wake of the disastrous initiation of the Florida mission 

the previous year, in which the association of the Jesuit missionaries with the Spanish military 

expedition led to the killing of the Jesuit provincial, Pedro Martínez (d.1566).13 As we shall 

see, these instructions to Portillo complemented other instructions from Rome - those of the 

first secretary to the Society, Juan Alfonso de Polanco  [d.1576]) - that advised Jesuits to use 

their discretion when weighing up how best to serve God in the particular predicaments in 

which they found themselves.14 Notwithstanding any potential spiritual benefits of 

martyrdom, these instructions indicate an underlying concern on the part of the central 

authorities of the Society to protect both their members and the investment that had been 

made in their training and welfare. Such cautionary directives provide an institutional 

framework to understand particular cases that occurred in the vice-province of Chile and 

which appear to belie the apparent link between missionary work and martyrdom that was so 

prevalent in discourses of the time.  

The Chilean missions began with the departure of eight Jesuits (six priests and two 

brother coadjutors) from the port of Callao on 9 February 1593.15 These Jesuits sailed to an 

outpost of the Spanish viceroyalty of Peru which had been beset by conflict since the arrival 

of the Spaniards’ first expeditionary force in 1535. The majority of what became known as the 

kingdom of Chile was part of the southern extension (Collasuyo) of what had been the Inca 

                                                
13 Borja de Medina, “¿Exploradores o evangelizadores?”, 192-3. 
14 Joannis Alphonsi de Polanco, “Industrias con que vno de la Compañía de Iesús mejor consiguirá sus fines: 
Cómo se an de auer los que atienden al próximo en esta Compañía de Iesús para maior seruicio diuino y bien de 
las ánimas”, in Polanci Complementa, vol.2 (Madrid: Gabrielis López del Horno, 1917), 777. 
15 Royal permission was initially granted in February 1579. The mission in 1593 followed a reiteration of the 
royal proclamation by Philip II in 1590 in which permission was granted for seven Jesuits to go to Chile under 
the direction of Juan Román: Arturo Fontecilla Larraín, Diccionario histórico biográfico colonial de jesuitas 
chilenos 1593-1767 (Unpublished manuscript: IHSI, S.D.), 2-3. See also Rolf Foerster, Jesuitas y mapuches 
1593-1767 (Santiago: Editorial Universitaria, 1996), 33-4. There is some confusion in the historiography as to 
how many brothers coadjutors went and who they were. Larraín (citing Francisco Enrich’s Historia de la 
Compañía de Jesús en Chile, vol.1 (Barcelona: Francisco Rosal, 1891), 14) names the brother coadjutors Miguel 
de [T]eleña and Fabián Martínez, while Foerster, citing the catalogue of 1595, names Miguel de Teleña, Fabián 
García Martínez and Martín de Garay: Rolf Foerster, “Catálogo de la Provincia del Peru, 14 de marzo 1595”, 
Monumenta Peruana, vol.5, 782-3. Walter Hanisch similarly follows Enrich and does not mention Garay: 
Walter Hanisch Espindola, Historia de la Compañía de Jesus en Chile (Buenos Aires/Santiago: Editorial 
Francisco de Aguirre, 1974), 7. 
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Empire (Tawantinsuyo) which stretched from Cuzco, through present-day Bolivia (known as 

Alto-Peru by the Spaniards), and down the southern Andean cordillera and Atacama desert 

coast to roughly where Santiago de Chile was founded by Pedro de Valdivia in 1541. The 

Spaniards fought their way south founding settlements as they went, reaching the Biobío river 

(where Concepción was founded in 1550) and through what was referred to by the Spanish as 

Araucanía, the land between the Biobío and the archipelago of Chiloe.16 These southern lands 

were fertile and densely populated, yet the climate and terrain could often be unforgiving with 

biting cold in the winter and frequent heavy rains. Colonial accounts refer to dense forests 

and, on the coast, wide, fast-flowing rivers, while the mountains further inland were 

precipitous and dangerous.17 The violence of the Spanish entry and their sense of entitlement 

to forced indigenous labour quickly generated fierce resistance from the local populations, 

collectively known today as the Mapuche.18 These loosely-connected yet culturally and 

ethnically diverse indigenous communities had together successfully resisted Inca imperial 

ambitions and similarly came together to resist the Spanish.19 Although the Spanish were able 

to gain a foothold and establish settlements through a combination of extreme violence and 

mutual trade, these initial colonisation attempts were beset by frequent rebellions and constant 

fighting and as a result were permanently on the verge of collapse. In 1567, for example, Juan 

Godinez, the procurator of the city of Santiago wrote desperately: 

 

                                                
16 After a tremendous earthquake in 1751, Concepción was moved from its original site (which is now the city of 
Penco) to its present location. 
17 See José Bengoa, Historia de los antiguos mapuches del sur. Desde antes de la llegada de los españoles hasta 
las paces de Quilín (Santiago de Chile: Catalonia, 2007), 74-7, 101-10, 153-8, 177-8. 
18 For a discussion of the problematic terminology used to discuss indigenous Chilean history, see Guillaume 
Boccara, Los vencedores: historia del pueblo mapuche en la época colonial (San Pedro de Atacama: 
Universidad Católica del Norte / Línea Editorial IIAM, 2009), 15. See also, Bengoa, Historia de los antiguos 
mapuches, 57.  
19 In fact the derogatory Mapundungun term for ‘European’ is guinca, from the Quechua, ‘Inca’. The term 
signifies outsider and enemy.  
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[as a result of the war] we are so poor and in debt that no house or estate remains that 

has not been sold or pawned [...] Of the conquistadors who are our neighbours there 

are not even three who could take up arms because they are all old, crippled and living 

in extreme poverty.20  

 

The Society had not long established itself in Chile before a major indigenous uprising 

in 1598-9 destroyed all of the principal Spanish settlements between Chiloe and the Biobío - 

nearly half of all the Spanish civic foundations in Chile.21 By the time of this uprising, 

however, the Jesuits had already carried out missions amongst the indigenous Mapuche in the 

territory south of the Biobío and Chiloe, and, after initial hesitation on the part of Luis de 

Valdivia, the superior of the Jesuit residence in Santiago, the Society advocated that the 

uprising was caused by unjust exploitation of forced indigenous labour.22 As a result, Valdivia 

journeyed to Spain in 1609 to lobby the Council of the Indies and King Philip III for the 

provision of much needed laws to guarantee indigenous freedoms that would, in turn, bring an 

end to the warfare and allow the Society of Jesus to evangelise safely and with the trust of the 

Mapuche.  

In 1611, Valdivia returned to Chile with ten more Jesuits, having been appointed 

‘visitor general for the crown, vicar general of the diocese of Concepción, and independent 
                                                
20 Ricardo Ferrando Keun, Y así nació la frontera... Conquista, guerra, ocupación, pacificación. 1550-1900 
(Temuco: Ediciones Universidad Católica de Temuco, 2012), 144. 
21 These settlements were: Valdivia, Villa Rica, La Imperial, Osorno, Angol, and Santa Cruz de Coya. See 
Alonso de Ovalle, Histórica relación del Reino de Chile y de las misiones y ministerios que ejercita en él la 
Compañía de Jesús  [1646] (Santiago: Pehuén Editores, 2003), 365-9. See also, Diego de Rosales, Historia 
General de el Reyno de Chile: Flandes Indiano [1674], vol. 2, ed. Benjamin Vicuña Mackenna (Valparaíso: 
Imprenta del Mercurio, 1878), 269-513 passim.  
22 In 1599 and 1600 Valdivia supported a petition from the elite of Santiago, drafted by Melchor Calderón, 
arguing for the enslavement of indigenous rebels. However, after he was recalled to Lima in 1602, he was 
persuaded by his Jesuit brethren (in particular, Alonso Mejía) of the just nature of the rebellion, and by 1604-5 
the strategy of ‘defensive war’ was being developed. Valdivia returned to Chile in 1605 to try to implement the 
prototype of this strategy but was undermined by considerable hostility from outside the Society of Jesus. Faced 
with such strong opposition, he returned to Lima in 1606: José Manuel Díaz Blanco, El alma en la palabra: 
escritos inéditos del P. Luis de Valdivia (Santiago de Chile: Ediciones Universidad Alberto Hurtado/Pontificia 
Universidad de Chile, 2011), 30-1; Eugene Korth, Spanish Policy in Colonial Chile: The Struggle for Social 
Justice, 1535-1700 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1968), 85, 117-20. I am grateful to Andrés Ignacio 
Prieto for drawing my attention to Valdivia’s early change of heart.  
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superior of the three missions that he established in Araucanía.’23 Crucially, the crown had 

given him wide-ranging powers to implement his strategy of ‘defensive war’, which called for 

a withdrawal of Spanish troops to forts along the Biobío, including the fort of Arauco towards 

the coast, and the fort of Paicaví further south. In effect, Valdivia’s was a dual role combining 

the governance of the Chilean missions that he was to establish in Concepción and south of 

the river Biobío with peace-brokering through diplomacy. His Jesuit brothers and 

subordinates likewise assumed the dual role of missionaries and peace-brokers and, in so 

doing, attempted to live out the single intention encapsulated by the Jesuit motto: ad maiorem 

Dei gloriam (for the greater glory of God). Valdivia’s enthusiasm for the role, however, had 

fatal consequences in 1612 when the dual obligations of peace-brokering and missionary 

activity clashed irreconcilably, resulting in the deaths of three Jesuits - two experienced 

missionaries, Martín de Aranda and Horacio Vecchi (who together had founded the mission of 

Arauco in 1608) and a young novice, Diego de Montalbán - and significant numbers of their 

indigenous allies in Elicura, a region south of Concepción and close to Paicaví. Caught 

between these dual roles, Valdivia failed to correctly assess the dangers of the mission, and 

the consequences of this error of judgement resonated in subsequent directives and Jesuit 

missionary practices in Chile.  

If experiences such as this could provide a reason for Jesuit superiors to exercise 

caution when directing their men, personal fear and a desire for self-preservation could cause 

a priest to take a pragmatic approach to his mission. This is illustrated in an account written 

by a subsequent vice-provincial of the Chilean mission, Gaspar Sobrino, in the carta annua of 

1629-30, which detailed part of a letter written by an anonymous missionary in Arauco, and 

demonstrates an individual’s application of the personal discretion advised by both Borja and 

                                                
23 Korth, Spanish Policy in Colonial Chile, 129. 
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Polanco in their general instructions to Jesuit missionaries.24 This anonymous Jesuit appears 

to have done whatever he could to avoid capture and likely death.25 He, it would seem, had no 

great desire to shed his blood while carrying out his missionary duties. Furthermore, for 

Gaspar Sobrino, who relayed these events to Rome, the Jesuit’s apparent unwillingness to die 

was not something which rendered him irredeemable.26  Could, therefore, the call to self-

preservation evidenced in this case, and in others like it, be reconciled to the idealistic call to 

martyrdom?  

 

Martyrdom: a Missionary Blueprint? 

On first reading, the parable of the Good Shepherd is one of many scriptural passages in 

which Jesus appears to be referring to himself, to his own ministry and its future outcome. 

Nevertheless, when traditional medieval and early modern exegesis is applied, it becomes 

clear that the parable of the Good Shepherd not only referred to the present and future life and 

ministry of Jesus through sacrificial allegory, it also demonstrated the eschatological love of 

God for his people - seen in the shepherd who protected his sheep at the cost of his life.27 

Most importantly, the parable also provided moral prescriptions on how those who wished to 

                                                
24 Gaspar Sobrino, “Letras Annuas desta V Prouincia de Chile delos años 1629-30”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 6, fos. 
47r-69r.  
25 Despite searching, unfortunately the Jesuit in question remains anonymous. Jurisdiction over the Chilean 
missions passed from the province of Peru to the province of Paraguay when it was created in 1607 and then 
back to Peru in 1625: Hanisch, Historia de la Compañía, 15, 27. The triennial catalogue for Paraguay, 1626-9, 
kept in ARSI, states that it contains the information about Chile but that it ‘comes in a separate sheet.’ 
Unfortunately the Chilean information is missing, as is the catalogue (for the corresponding years) from Peru.  I 
am grateful to Mauro Brunello of ARSI for helping me to verify this: “Catalogo secreto de la Provincia de 
Paraguay, del año de 1629, del año de 1626”, ARSI, Paraq.4, fo. 111r.  
26 Joannis Alphonsi de Polanco, “Industrias con que vno de la Compañía de Iesús mejor consiguirá sus fines: 
Cómo se an de auer los que atienden al próximo en esta Compañía de Iesús para maior seruicio diuino y bien de 
las ánimas,” in Polanci Complementa [hereafter PC], vol.2 (Madrid: Gabrielis López del Horno, 1917), 776-807. 
This series of instructions, the ‘Altera Series Industriarum’, was written in 1567 (note 1, PC. vol.2, 776). 
27 For a concise explanation of medieval exegesis, see David Keck, Angels and Angelology in the Middle Ages 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 12. Keck explains the multidimensional Bonaventurean exegesis of 
‘length, depth and height’ with ‘length’ referring to the long history of Salvation, ‘depth’ referring to the 
fourfold ‘literal, allegorical, moral and anagogical’ analysis, and ‘height’ referring to the hierarchy of creation 
that can be seen in the text. 
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follow Christ should behave.28 In order to better understand these, the parable should be 

placed in context with other instructions to the Apostles and, by extrapolation, to all those 

who have been baptised. Jesus explained the parable of the Good Shepherd by teaching, ‘there 

are other sheep that I have that are not of this fold, and these I have to lead as well’,29 and this 

same theme can also be seen in the parable of the Lost Sheep, in which the Good Shepherd 

leaves the ninety-nine sheep he has gathered together in the fold to go and search for the one 

sheep that has been lost.30 If these excerpts are then read alongside the final lines of the 

Gospel of Matthew: ‘You, therefore, must go out, making disciples of all nations, and 

baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching 

them to observe all the commandments which I have given you’, a blueprint for missionary 

work takes shape which applies to all Christians, but in particular those who take on the 

priestly ministry.31  

Taken together, these scriptural passages allowed the reader (or the listener) to 

progress step-by-step in imitation of Christ. The first step was to do as instructed and go out 

into the world and preach, convert and baptise. The second step, alluding to the parables of the 

Good Shepherd and the Lost Sheep, was to search in particular for those who were deemed to 

be lost and particularly hard to find. This second step, an extension of the first, referred 

historically to the preaching of Christianity to the Gentiles as well as the Jews, but held 

particular resonance for the missionaries of the Americas given the immense and inaccessible 

landscape throughout which diverse ethnic and cultural groups were dispersed. This was all 

the more applicable in Chile because, aside from the difficult terrain, many of these 

                                                
28 This particular passage is part of a longer polemic with the Pharisees after Jesus healed a blind man on the 
Sabbath (John 9), and the Good Shepherd parable (John 10) is both a rejection of their position and an 
explanation of his own position to them and all those present. 
29 John 10:16. 
30 Matt. 18: 12-14; Luke 15:3-7. 
31 Matt 28:19-20. 
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indigenous groups were particularly hostile to the Spanish and, by extension, the Christian 

cosmovision of the missionaries; these were the lost sheep par excellence. 

The final step in the blueprint was to prepare oneself for death. This took imitatio 

Christi (the imitation of Christ) to its final and logical conclusion and was the ultimate act of 

loyalty to and love for Christ. In the words of Brad Gregory, martyrdom ‘meant conformity to 

an ancient course of action, grounded in scripture and epitomised in the crucifixion of Christ 

himself.’32 In the context of missionary work in Chile, therefore, the words, ‘if anyone wants 

to be a follower of mine, let him take up his cross every day and follow me’,  were both an 

instruction to carry one’s sufferings with forbearance as well as an explicit instruction to 

prepare to die for one’s faith. Christ was specifically commanding his disciples and future 

Christians to imitate him.33  

This command underpinned Jesuit missionary activity in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, and featured prominently in the yearly letters (or as close to yearly as possible) 

which were sent to Rome from the provinces and which were also circulated for reading in the 

colleges and noviciate schools. They made a direct causal link between martyrdom and 

missionary success. For example, the obituary written by the Provincial of Paraguay, Diego de 

Torres, in the carta annua of 1612 after the deaths of the three Jesuits killed in Elicura 

commented:  

 

another circumstance that provides heartfelt consolation is the fact that Padre Horacio 

[Vecchi] said on a few occasions to different people of note that these pagans will not 

                                                
32 Gregory, Salvation at Stake, 119. 
33 Luke 9:23. This commandment to imitate Christ is also explicit in Luke’s narration of the Last Supper: “Do 
this as a memorial of me”. Luke 22:19. 
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be converted until this land is irrigated with the blood of martyrs, and that he wished to 

be the first.34 

 

While it could be said that sentiments such as these were almost invariably recorded and 

circulated after particular Jesuits had been killed, they nonetheless contributed to an 

underlying feeling that particular mission provinces would not become successful until they 

had martyrs to call their own. In the same vein, Luke Clossey, Liam Brockey and Camilla 

Russell have drawn our attention to the Jesuit indipeta, petitions for foreign missionary 

service by novices inspired by the edifying stories of hardship, self-sacrifice and none too 

infrequent martyrdoms in the cartas annuas. These requests revealed the desire of novices to 

go to far flung places and be martyred, furthering the mission and, crucially, securing their 

own place in heaven.35 It is interesting to note, however, that when made in those terms they 

would not, as a rule, be granted given the administrative pragmatism that was practised by the 

leaders of the Society. Nevertheless, these indipeta are still useful sources for gauging the 

strength of the culture of martyrological desire that existed in the Society of Jesus. In this 

context it makes sense that one of the questions asked of those giving testimony to the initial 

process for the beatification of the three martyred Jesuits begun in Chile in 1665 required 

them to affirm whether Horacio Vecchi, ‘during his novitiate in Rome prior to his coming to 

the West Indies had a revelation of how he would suffer martyrdom whilst preaching to the 

                                                
34 Diego de Torres, “1612 [Annua] Paraquaiae hispania, y también de Chile”, ARSI, Paraq.8, fos. 75/31r: ‘el 
Padre Horacio dijo algunas veces a algunas personas de crédito que no se convertirían aquellos gentiles hasta 
que se regase aquella tierra con sangre de mártires, y que deseaba él ser el primero.’ There is a transcribed copy 
of this section of the letter, “Capitulo X. De algunas circunstancias que hacen gloriosa la muerte de estos 
benditos Padres y de sus virtudes” in Processus: Horatii Vecchi, Martini de Aranda, Didaci de Montalban, S.J., 
Archivio Segreto Vaticano [hereafter ASV], Fondo Congr. Riti [hereafter FCR] 4640, 198-203. The quoted 
phrase comes on the last of three pages numbered 198 (the pagination is also awry here). 
35 Luke Clossey, Salvation and Globalization in the Early Jesuit Missions (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2008), 120, 125-7; Liam Brockey, Journey to the East: The Jesuit Mission to China, 1579-1724 
(Cambridge M.A.: Harvard University Press, 2007), 227-32; Camilla Russell, “Imagining the ‘Indies’: Italian 
Jesuit petitions for the overseas missions at the turn of the seventeenth century, in M. Donattino, G. Marcocci & 
S. Pastore eds., L’Europa divisa e i nuovi mondi: per Adriano Prosperi, vol. II (Pisa: Edizione della Normale, 
2011), 182. 
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pagans, and [whether] he made this known to many before it happened. And so [whether or 

not] he was always anxious to come and preach to the said pagans and fervently urged his 

superiors to allow him to do this.’36 Given this general martyrological culture, conforming to 

the missionary blueprint of the Good Shepherd in which one took the Gospel far and wide at 

the eventual cost of one’s life, it should come as no surprise that the usual response of the 

witnesses was to affirm, like the first witness, fray Francisco Rubio ‘that it was common 

knowledge that Padre Horacio Vecchi had had this revelation in Rome; and that the said Padre 

earnestly requested that he be allowed to go and preach to the pagans.’37 

 

Pragmatic Concerns 

Even if the Jesuit Horacio Vecchi’s revelatory desire for martyrdom was common knowledge 

in Chile and if his death may have inspired other young novices to request similarly dangerous 

missions, it had the opposite effect on his superior, Luis de Valdivia. The carta annua of 1615 

stated: 

 

They [Jesuit missionaries] must travel normally with an escort and company of soldiers 

given the risk that they will be attacked and killed by Indians on the warpath as often 

happens to others. And so the order has been given that they do not expose themselves 

                                                
36 “Información del glorioso martirio que padecieron a manos de estos bárbaros de Chile los venerables Padres 
Horacio Vechi, Martín de Aranda y hermano Diego de Montalbán, hecha en el obispado de la Concepción de 
Chile, siendo Juez y Gobernador dél el señor Visitador don Juan de las Ruelas Sandoval, por su Notario el 
Licenciado Diego López de Castro en el año de 1669”, in Processus: Vecchi, Martini, Aranda, ASV, FCR 4640, 
134: ‘Si saben que el Padre Horacio Vecchi tuvo revelación en su noviciado en Roma, antes de venir a las Indias 
Occidentales de como había de padecer martirio, predicando a los infieles, y de ésto dió noticia a muchos antes 
que sucediese. Y así tuvo siempre grandes ansias y deseos de ir a predicar a dichos infieles, y lo pidió con 
grandes veras a sus superiores.’ 
37 Processus: Vecchi, Martini, Aranda, ASV, FCR 4640, 139: ‘fue público y notorio entre dichos Padres como el 
Padre Horacio Vecchi había tenido en Roma la revelación que la pregunta refiere; y el dicho Padre pidió con 
mucho ahinco y solicitud le dejasen ir a la predicación de los infieles.’ Unfortunately Vecchi’s own indipeta is 
missing so it is impossible to verify with certainty whether he did indeed make this request in Rome. 
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to such risks unless with a large company so that no misfortunes can occur to the 

detriment of the general good of people’s souls.38 

 

The context for this order lay in the internecine conflict that had been waged for over half a 

century in the territories south of the city of Concepción and the River Biobío. One of the 

Jesuits’ key apostolic duties, which frequently surfaces in the cartas annuas, was to make 

peace between conflicting sides. Peace-making in the context of missionary work had a 

scriptural basis and usually would refer to the smoothing out of vendettas. In Chile, however, 

the obligation to make peace was on a much larger scale and there was a particularly 

pragmatic reason for doing so. The fundamental problem was that the primary goal of the 

Jesuits - evangelisation - was fatally obstructed by this on-going warfare. Peace was a 

necessary precondition to build the trust needed to properly persuade the indigenous groups 

who were fighting, being killed, or enslaved by the Spanish of the merits of Christianity. The 

Society of Jesus therefore lobbied the viceroy in Lima and the crown vociferously, arguing 

against the perpetual warfare that was being waged for the purposes of enrichment, instead 

proposing a defensive strategy that allowed for the movement of missionaries under truce and 

prohibited the enslavement of the indigenous groups of Araucanía. In 1604, for example, Luis 

de Valdivia set out in a report to Luis de Velasco and Gaspar de Zúñiga, successive viceroys 

of Lima, that, ‘the only effective way to put a quick end to the war and bring peace to Chile - 

something which in all conscience is required by charity, justice and prudence - is to begin to 

undo the injustices and insults which are oppressing the peaceful Indians in Chile.’39 

                                                
38 Luis de Valdivia, “1615: Letras annuas de la mission de la tierra de guerra en el Reyno de Chile por los Padres 
de la Comp.a de Jesus”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 6, 3r: ‘es fuerça auer de ir ordinariam.te con escolta y comp.a de 
soldados por el riesgo que corren de que salgano indios de guerra y les maten en el camino como suele succeder 
a otros__y assi se les ha ordenado que no salgan a essos peligros sino con muy bastante gente y comp.a porque 
no succeda una desgracia y se falte al bien comun y general de las almas por un particular.’ 
39 Luis de Valdivia, “Lima 4 Dic 1604: Relacion q’ hizo el P.e Luys de Valdiuia lector de theologia del Coll.o de 
Lima por orden de sus sup.es y de los SS.es Virreyes don luys de Velasco y conde de MonteRey su sucessor. 
Sobre agrauios que receven los yndios de paz sin agrauios”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 4, 2r: ‘el medio vnico efficaz 
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The Jesuits’ systematic lobbying won the attention and favour of the crown for a time, 

but it was vigorously contested by those who determined that this defensive strategy ran 

counter to the military and economic interests of the kingdom. The crown’s initial approval of 

the Jesuit position in 1610, and Valdivia’s determination to implement the new strategy on his 

return, earned the Jesuits few friends in Chile and many more enemies: ‘I could well say 

something about the great amount I have been hated and suffered for carrying this out,’ wrote 

Valdivia in an apologia to the king, ‘Just like a dog who bites a stone that is thrown to him 

rather than the hand who throws it, their quills and tongues have taken bites out of me rather 

than biting the powerful person who threw me there’.40 Notwithstanding this vehement 

opposition, the Jesuits and Valdivia in particular were effectively commissioned in 1610 as 

intermediaries and peace-brokers between the Spanish in Chile and the hostile indigenous 

groups, responsible for negotiating terms between the two sides. Furthermore, the Society’s 

persistent lobbying was key in persuading the viceroy to issue a general pardon and a 

proclamation in 1622 that the indigenous Chileans were no longer to be considered liable for 

labour service. 

The dual role of peace-making and evangelisation carried its own tensions and risks, 

however. These were laid bare in the events leading up to the killing of the three Jesuits 

Horacio Vecchi, Martín de Aranda, and Diego de Montalbán in 1612. Key to peace along the 

                                                                                                                                                   
para concluyr brebem.te la guerra de chile y reducirlo a paz al qual en consciencia obligan la charidad la justicia 
y la prudencia es començar deshaziendo los agravios e ynjusticias con que estan opprimidos los yndios de paz 
que ay en chile.’ Luis de Velasco (the Marquis of Salinas) was replaced by Gaspar de Zúñiga (the Count of 
Monterrey) as viceroy of Peru in February of 1604.  
40 Luis de Valdivia, “1611 [1621?] P. Valdivia, Memorial al Rey”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 4, 18r: ‘Bien pudiera 
dezir algo delo mucho que yo he sido odioso y padecido por auerla lleuado, que como el perro muerde la piedra 
que le tiran, y no la mano que la tira, assi han sido los bocados de pluma y lenguas en mi y no en la mano 
poderosa que me arrojo alla.’ The letter is dated 1611 in the archive but details within the letter mean that it was 
written after 1620, that is, after Valdivia had returned to Madrid, and perhaps in 1621, the year King Philip III 
died. The letter does not specify whether it was to King Philip III, who favoured the Jesuit defensive strategy, or 
to his son Philip IV, who favoured their oppositors and reinstated the offensive war. Horacio Zapater, following 
Toribio de Medina, dates the letter as 1622 and thus written to Philip IV. See Horacio Zapater, La búsqueda de 
la paz en la guerra de Arauco: Padre Luis de Valdivia (Santiago: Editorial Andrés Bello, 1994), 121-22. 
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frontier was a powerful longko (or warrior leader) named Anganamon, one of the principal 

leaders of the uprising in 1599. He was at least willing to listen to the Jesuit emissaries before 

deciding whether to cease fighting the Spanish. If the Jesuits succeeded in convincing the 

longko, a tremendous diplomatic coup could be achieved, potentially ending the conflict. 

According to the Jesuit Chronicler Alonso de Ovalle’s account, Anganamon was happy with 

the proposed peace accords and left to rally his people and the other longkos in order to 

persuade them to agree to a cessation of hostilities. At that moment, however (as Ovalle wrote 

so eloquently), ‘the sky darkened and the air changed, creating a storm that was to soon break 

upon them.’41 Three of Anganamon’s wives (one of whom was a captive Spanish woman), 

one daughter and two other children took advantage of his absence to flee to the Spanish fort 

of Paicaví, and ‘all rejoiced to see this lady away from the gentiles and back with her own 

people.’42 In actual fact, Ovalle understated the problem This was a tremendous affront to the 

war-leader and caused Luis de Valdivia’s peace-brokering to fast unravel.43. The one man 

who could bring peace to the frontier, Anganamon, was enraged about the loss of his wives 

and the perfidiousness, as he saw it, of both the Spanish and the Jesuits who were leading the 

negotiations. At the same time, an indigenous leader named Utablame from Elicura, who had 

agreed to the peace accords, requested Jesuit missionaries to return with him to his people to 

begin the work of evangelisation (and, perhaps, to act as a shield against future Spanish 

incursions). Despite his knowledge of Anganamon’s fury, Valdivia asked the Jesuits Vecchi, 

Aranda, and Montalbán to undertake this particularly dangerous mission to Elicura.44 Not to 

have done so would have undermined their primary goal of evangelisation and also risked 

                                                
41 Ovalle, Histórica Relación, 390: ‘se enturbió el cielo y se mudó el aire, entablándose la furiosa tempestad que 
se verá antes de mucho.’ 
42 Ibid.: ‘se alegraron todos de ver a esta señora fuera ya de gentiles y entre los suyos.’ 
43 Luis de Valdivia, “Relacion Breue de lo succedido en la pacificacion del Reyno de Chile por los medios que 
su mag.d cometio al S.r Marques de Montesclaros Virrey del Piru que llebo a su cargo el Padre Luis de Vald.a 
de la Compania de Jhs desde 13 de mayo de 1612 hasta princ.os de nouie.e de 613 años”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 
4, fo. 40v. 
44 Ovalle, Histórica Relación, 397-8. 
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offending the indigenous warriors of Elicura, further jeopardising the peace-process. This, 

however, was their undoing: as soon as Anganamon heard that the trio had travelled to 

Elicura, he gathered his warriors and killed them. He also slaughtered as many of the people 

of Elicura as could be found.  

Ovalle, in his chronicle, attempted to portray these events in the best light by merely 

stating that Luis de Valdivia and the other Jesuits of the Chilean province underestimated the 

danger to be faced in the ‘enterprise of pacifying and reducing that proud and rebellious 

people to the faith.’45 In reality, Valdivia had made a serious mistake, and he had lost a 

significant proportion of his painfully small group of highly capable brother missionaries: two 

priests (Aranda, an experienced Chilean, fluent in the indigenous language Mapundungun and 

one-time soldier on the frontier; Vecchi, younger, but energetic and a good linguist), and 

Montalbán, a recent novice from New Spain with great potential.  

This, then, is the precise context for Valdivia’s ‘not-so-good-shepherd’ order. On a 

personal level, he had contributed to the brutal deaths of close colleagues, (Martín de Aranda 

was, in fact, his cousin), and he also had to suffer the fact that his enemies used this entire 

episode to undermine both his credibility and that of his defensive strategy.46 Valdivia’s only 

consolation might have been the thought that these Jesuits who died as a result of his mistake 

could perhaps be considered martyrs. Yet, in practice, he and his fellow Jesuits still had to 

continue the dual task of evangelisation and peace-making in a region that was both 

topographically complex and, politically, extremely unstable, and these tasks could not be 

done if missionaries continued being killed with any regularity. Arguably, it could be seen as 

beneficial if missionaries were martyred for the faith; in fact a letter written soon afterwards in 

1613 describes how, ‘they struck their heads with clubs and they lanced them and left the 

                                                
45 Ibid. 397: ‘les hizo parecer menores los peligros de la empresa que trataban de la pacificación y redución [sic] 
a  la fe de aquel soberbio y rebelde gentilísimo.’ 
46 Valdivia, “1611 [1621?] P. Valdivia, Memorial al Rey”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 4, fo. 18v. 
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saintly bodies stretched out whole on the ground irrigating the valley of Elicura with their 

blood, which four months later began to bear the fruit of the Universal peace of the kingdom, 

because the divine majesty did not want the door to the holy gospel in these provinces to cost 

any less than the blood of apostolic men.’47 Nevertheless, while it was all very well using 

priestly blood as spiritual fertilizer, or even as currency that would pay to open the doors to 

peace, in practice the entire enterprise might be lost if the Society did not have enough men on 

the ground to carry on the work of evangelisation and minister to those who had already 

converted. On pragmatic grounds, therefore, and in line with Francisco de Borja’s 1567 

instructions to Jerónomo de Portillo, Valdivia’s orders to reduce personal risk had to be 

issued.  

 

Personal Fears 

Nearly twenty years later, the then Jesuit vice-provincial of Chile, Gaspar Sobrino, collated 

and relayed the information from his various missions in Chile in the carta annua of 1629-

30.48 The mission of Arauco was no exception, and indeed, even a cursory reading of the 

reports from the vice-province of Chile demonstrates that a posting to Arauco was a 

particularly tough assignment. Letters frequently describe how the missionaries were ground 

down by mountainous landscapes, driving rain, rivers in flood, bogs, hunger and cold. What 

really sapped their spirit, however, according to the letter of 1629, was the constant fear of 

                                                
47 Valdivia, “Relacion Breue de lo succedido [...]1612”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 4, fo. 43r: ‘con porras les dieron 
en las caueças y alacearon y dexaron los santos cuerpos tendidos en el suelo enteros regando con su sangre el 
Valle de Elicura del qual se comenzo a coger después el fructo dela unibersal paz del reyno que fue […] quatro 
meses después porque noquiso la diuina magestad que costase menos que sangre de varones apostolicos la 
puerta del Evangelio en estas prouincias.’  
48 Sobrino, “Letras Annuas [...] 1629-30”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 6, fos. 47r-69r. This would normally be done by 
the provincial of the entire Province but given Chile’s exceptional status Luis de Valdivia established that cartas 
annuas could be sent to Rome from Santiago directly. This was, at times, to prove a cause of administrative 
friction. The first officially named ‘vice-provincial of Chile’ was Juan Romero, appointed in 1625. Gaspar 
Sobrino was appointed in 1628 and was vice-provincial until 1632. See Eduardo Tampe, Catálogo de jesuítas de 
Chile (1593-1767) (Santiago: Ediciones Universidad Alberto Hurtado/Centro de Investigaciones Diego Barros 
Arana/Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, 2008), 297. 
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being captured or killed by enemy indigenous warriors.49 Here in Arauco it would seem that 

there was no hoping for a glorious martyrdom; instead, there existed a very human fear that 

consumed the missionaries and drained their morale.  

To demonstrate the point, Sobrino described how one missionary and his escort of three 

or four soldiers were journeying through rough terrain when suddenly they were ambushed 

and surrounded on three sides by hostile warriors. The only side that had not been covered by 

the warriors was a cliff (of more than thirty-five pike lengths in height according to the 

account).50 As the Mapuche closed in:  

 

The Padre, trusting in God alone and pleading for aid via the intercession of our Holy 

Father [Ignatius Loyola], plunged over the cliff top with his horse, believing it certain 

that he would die at the hands of the enemy without it being in odium fidei.51  

 

Rather than die at the hands of these warriors, this Jesuit spurred his horse over a cliff, leaving 

the Spanish soldiers who were escorting him to either flee or suffer their inevitable fate. The 

vice-provincial attempted to excuse the actions of the missionary, reasoning that he did not 

fear death itself, but only a death which was not caused by hatred of the faith, and was 

therefore stripped of the accolade of martyrdom. Even so, the sense that his action was 

ignominious is evident in the account. The Jesuit had panicked, fled and left his soldiers 

behind:  

 

                                                
49 Sobrino, “Letras Annuas [...] 1629-30”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 6, fo. 56v. 
50 A typical Spanish pike of the time would have been approximately between five and seven metres long. 
According to the account, then, the cliff would have been roughly between 175 and 250m high.  
51 Sobrino, “Letras Annuas [...] 1629-30”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 6, fo. 56v: ‘El P.e solo fiado en Dios pidiendole 
socorro por interçesion de ñro S.to P.e I.o se dexó rodar con el cauallo por aquel despeñadero, teniendo por mas 
çierto hauer de perder la uida luego a manos del enemigo sin ser in odium fidei.’ 
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With [God’s] divine help he found himself at the bottom safe and unharmed, 

[subsequently] diving into a thick wood. Of the companions and escort that the Padre 

had with him, two perished without the possibility of aiding them.52  

 

In a medium that usually edifies Jesuit actions this carta annua describes one example that is 

less than heroic. In this episode we see the ideal Jesuit, the paradigm of the cartas, replaced 

by a rare glimpse of the real Jesuit, paralysed by fear, turned into a coward, having abandoned 

his sheep and allowing the wolves to tear them apart.  

However, just as there was a precedent in the administrative instructions for Valdivia’s 

orders for his Jesuits not to put themselves at risk or to travel without an armed escort, there 

exists a similar precedent for the actions of this anonymous Jesuit. In a series of instructions 

written by Juan Alfonso de Polanco, secretary to the first three superiors general of the 

Society (Ignatius Loyola, Diego Laínez, and Francisco de Borja), on ‘How a member of the 

Society might best achieve his goals’ we read: 

 

The second thing that he [a Jesuit] should seek to achieve, is not to fear poverty, 

calumnies nor even death, when dealing with the things that seem to him to be important 

for the honour of God and health of souls.53  

 

This would seem to be in line with what might be expected, and certainly provided no comfort 

to this anonymous Jesuit who fled like the hireling. A missionary should be prepared and 

willing to die for the faith. Nevertheless, Polanco continues: 

                                                
52 Ibid., fo. 57v: ‘con su diuina ayuda se halló allá bajo salbo y sin lesion, arrojandose luego aun espeso monte. 
De los compañeros y escolta que el P.e lleuaua perezieron dos sin poderlos socorrer.’ 
53 Joannis Alphonsi de Polanco, “Industrias con que vno de la Compañía de Iesús mejor consiguirá sus fines: 
Cómo se an de auer los que atienden al próximo en esta Compañía de Iesús para maior seruicio diuino y bien de 
las ánimas”, in Polanci Complementa, vol.2 (Madrid: Gabrielis López del Horno, 1917), 777: ‘Lo 2.o que ha de 
procurar, es no temer pobrezas, calumnias, ni la muerte misma, en las cosas que le conste ser importantes a la 
honrra de Dios y salud de las ánimas.’ 
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Although, excepting this, he should use his discretion and avoid these inconveniences 

when he feels this would give better service to the divine.54 [my italics] 

 

Certainly, the anonymous Jesuit may have decided on this occasion that discretion was the 

better part of valour and, as such, his actions were institutionally acceptable. This is not his 

final appearance in the carta annua, however. Sobrino continued by incorporating a letter that 

the Jesuit in question had written to him describing a later event in which this anonymous 

Jesuit participated, in order to demonstrate (albeit cursorily) how the spirit of God might give 

an individual courage in the face of adversity, for a providential purpose. 

In the year 1630, a large force of indigenous warriors (3,000 according to the letter) 

launched a strategic assault on the Spanish fort of Arauco. They began by sending out a strike 

force to attack and destroy the populations and settlements of those Mapuche allied to the 

Spanish, a manoeuvre aimed to draw the Spanish out of the fort and to destroy them on open 

ground. The Spanish took the bait, given their obligation to protect their allies, and the 

unfortunate and rather timorous Jesuit who was the subject of the letter was duty-bound to 

accompany the force as he was needed to administer the last rites to many of his indigenous 

flock in the settlements who had been fatally wounded. 

The Spaniards began to track the raiders as they moved through the devastated 

settlements. At this point, however, they had no idea that the strike force was a mere feint. On 

cresting a rise, they rode into a much larger opposing force of 2,000 indigenous warriors with 

another 1,000 waiting in ambush should they attempt to flee.55 The Spanish regiment hastily 

formed up, but too late, and the indigenous cavalry crashed into them, breaking their ranks. To 

                                                
54 Polanco, “Industrias”, PC, vol.2, 777: ‘aunque, saluo lo dicho, con la discreción se deuan euitar, quando se 
siente conuenir para mayor seruicio diuino, estos inconuenientes.’ 
55 These are the numbers as reported in the letter and, unfortunately, cannot be verified. We can safely assume, 
however, that the Spanish expeditionary force was vastly outnumbered. 
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his dismay, the Jesuit missionary found himself right at the centre of the fighting and, true to 

form, he tried to run, but was surrounded and thrown from his horse to the ground.  

A reader steeped in the martyrological sensibilities of the time and used to the edifying 

nature of the cartas annuas might expect to find that this was the point in which the 

missionary finally knelt in prayer and prepared himself for martyrdom. Instead, the report, 

now citing the anonymous Jesuit directly, described how he called out in the indigenous 

language: ‘let me live my sons’, and candidly continued: 

 

It was my good fortune that one of those six [attackers] was a German mestizo creole 

from Santiago ([he] had gone over to the enemy and at their request had come to fight 

with this group - [previously] through my intercession he escaped the noose in Arauco) 

[so] he ordered them not to kill me because I was the P[adr]e who had aided him and 

favoured him in his dangers.56 

 

This brief passage unveils the complexity of loyalties on the Chilean frontier. In addition, it is 

a remarkable example of how the edificatory content that commonly runs through the cartas 

annuas might be undermined by such a gripping, tragic, and honest human story. The warriors 

released the priest, the battle all but over, and started to move through the battlefield finishing 

off the wounded Spaniards. The Jesuit recounted how ‘they were shouting to me asking for 

confession and I did not know what to do.’57 His description is highly evocative, as we see the 

priest standing, paralysed by fear, unable to do his duty, as young men, crying out for 

confession, are slaughtered before his eyes. But then, ‘with an impulse from heaven I went 

                                                
56 Sobrino, “Letras Annuas [...] 1629-30”, ARSI, ProvChilensis 6, fo. 58r: ‘Entonces en voz alta les dixe Moge 
chi peñi emâ. Dejadme con la uida hijos mios. Fue mi dicha el no dejarla aqui que uno destos seys era Aleman 
mestizo de Santiago y criollo (este se hauia ido al enemigo, y a su petiçion vino [a] esta junta, y es de aduertir 
que por mi interçesion escapó de la horca en Arauco) mandoles que no me matasen porque era el P.e que en sus 
peligros los amparaua y fauorecia.’ 
57 Ibid.: ‘Aqui me dauan bozes pidiendo confesion ni supe que hazerme.’ 
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down on my knees sacrificing my life to petition for those poor, helpless people whose 

salvation was so endangered.’58 Perhaps for the first time, his fear then dissolved and he ran 

from soldier to soldier hearing their confessions and granting absolution. He claimed that 

every time a warrior noticed him, he went down on his knees and waited for death, affirming 

that he was spared only because the warriors were more concerned with finishing off the 

Spanish soldiers.59  

Once again, the reader was presented with the rather uncomfortable truth that, in the 

midst of so much killing, this Jesuit missionary was recounting how he managed to survive. 

Worse still, it does not take much imagination to consider that he was arguably drawing 

enemy attention to surviving Spanish soldiers and hastening (or perhaps even causing) their 

deaths as a result. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the terrible events described, Gaspar Sobrino 

was able to attribute the missionary’s distinctly unusual strength of purpose at the very end to 

divine providence: ‘It is worthy of note’, he wrote, ‘that it was well-known that his strength 

came from heaven given that the other time it was he who with much less danger and fewer 

enemies, threw himself down the cliff to escape into the forest.’60 Herein lies Sobrino’s 

purpose in relaying this anonymous Jesuit’s story: the guiding hand of providence was present 

even at the worst of times. Ultimately, it was of vital importance that the missionary remained 

alive in order to dispense the sacraments to those who would otherwise have been deprived of 

them: ‘It was’, the account concluded, ‘[a] day of judgement [...] because after having 

confessed more than 100 wounded men [...] the Spanish were so near to death that after I 

spoke to them briefly, they calmed themselves and all of them confessed without exception.’61 

                                                
58 Ibid.: ‘hasta que con impulso del cielo me hinque de rodillas sacrificando mi uida por socorrer a aquellos 
pobres, y desamparados, que tan apeligro tenian su saluaçion.’ 
59 Ibid., fos. 58r-v. 
60 Ibid., fo. 58v: ‘es de aduertir que su esfuerzo fue bien conocido ser del cielo pues la otra vez pasada, siendo el 
mismo con menos peligro y menos enemigos se arrojó por el monte abaxo.’ 
61 Ibid.: ‘fue [...] dia de juyçio, porque despues de hauerse confesado mas de 100 hombres heridos [...] quedaron 
los españoles con la muerte tan alos ojos que haziendoles yo un breue razonamiento se compunjieron de modo, 
que sin quedar ninguno se confesaron.’ 
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In this context, the martyrdom of this anonymous Jesuit would have served little purpose other 

than transporting his own soul directly to heaven, and, ultimately, it was much more important 

that his death be postponed so that the souls of over 100 Spanish soldiers might be saved from 

perdition. Once again, we are reminded of Francisco Borja’s instructions to Jerónimo de 

Portillo: ‘even though it might be advantageous to them [the Jesuits] to quickly die working in 

divine service, it would not be useful for the common good.’62 

 

Conclusion: Not-so-good-Shepherds and Providential Pragmatics  

Events in early-seventeenth century Chile appear to belie the missionary blueprint of the Good 

Shepherd laid down by Christ in which Christians were to go out, convert, baptise, and 

sacrifice themselves for their flock. This blueprint was often affirmed in the annual letters that 

Jesuits sent to Rome, and also in the hagiographies and chronicles of those missionaries who 

ended their earthly lives irrigating the soil of their mission territories with their blood. The 

lack of Chilean zeal for spiritual hydroponics, however, was due to a pragmatic strategy in the 

face of particular adversity that was necessary to enable the Society to combine the dual roles 

of missionary work and peace-making. In fact this pragmatism was an approach that was 

encouraged by the institutional leaders of the Society in Rome. They insisted that while 

martyrdom might benefit an individual by providing a fast-track to heaven this had to be 

weighed against obstacles to the work of evangelisation and conversion on earth. 

Notwithstanding the ability of the martyrs to intercede with God for their missions, frequent 

martyrdoms were not, in the words of Francisco Borja, ‘useful for the common good.’ The 

Chilean missions now had the martyrs of Elicura to intercede for them due to a fatal decision 

made by their superior Luis de Valdivia, and it would not be at all helpful for more to be 

created. 

                                                
62 Borja, “Instructión [...] 1567”, MonPeru, vol.1, 123. 
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In the carta annua of 1629-30, meanwhile, we also catch a glimpse of the less-than-ideal 

Jesuit, who, in the midst of horrendous conflict is, unsurprisingly, afraid. We see a not-so-

good-shepherd who in moments of terrible weakness resembled the hireling of John’s Gospel 

but who, when all really did seem to be lost, found the courage needed to continue the work of 

salvation, even if he thought it were to cost him his life.  

Significantly, in the context of the time, both of these approaches to martyrdom - the 

‘pragmatic institutional avoidance’ and the ‘highly reluctant’ approach - would still be 

encompassed by the infinite wisdom of providence. According to their contemporary 

interpreters, it was the unfathomable paths created by providence that allowed these avoidance 

approaches to co-exist with a missionary blueprint that seemingly called all Christians to 

martyrdom through imitation of Christ. It was providence that allowed just a few Good 

Shepherds to lay down their lives, while the majority continued the task of searching for lost 

sheep and tending the flock. 


